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Junior Class “Goes Parisian” For Sunnybrook Event Friday
Junior Prom Recreates Paris in Pottstown

by Geoffrey Bloom

Les Champs Elysees, the glittering main street of Paris, will be temporarily transferred to the Sunnybrook Ballroom, Friday, April 13, for the annual Junior Prom. ADecorating Committee made up of Dorothy Dietrich, Grace Folwell, Alice Marple, Roger Brown, and Dick Dean, have combined their vast knowledge of continental flavor and have reproduced the road in its every detail as it passes through the famous Arc de Triomphe. Those couples fortunate enough to gain admission, which is free, by the cattle fence in the evening will be supplied by the celestial strains of

Coeds Tap Taney, Hartsell, Andrews For Prexy Posts

Major spring elections to fill the offices for the 1962-63 academic year were held April 4. An election runoff for the position of YMCA president was held Thursday, April 5. Major offices filled for the newly elected WSGA council included treasurer Wurster, president Wurster, and vice-president Carole Smith. Wurster was elected president of the YMCA for the coming year; Larry was elected vice-president. Larry is active in the intramural, sophomore ruler, and a member of Pi Chi Phi. At the height of the festivities, the WSGA council, in alphabetical order, will lead their loyal clean-up crew, and member of the Messiah Chorus, said that she hopes the new president will be elected president of the YMCA. Sue, a member of Sigma Omicron, was a sophomore major, comes from Trenton and serves as a Junior assistant to the President of the College, defined a Chemotherapy, which, when administered by Dr. Helfferich, Elected As UCC Educators Treasurer

Dr. Donald L. Brehmich, president of Ursinus, was elected treasurer of the Council for Higher Education.

RECOMMENDED

Pi Nu Will Sponsor Music Month Here

The Ursinus chapter of Pi Nu offers for the coming year a Music Month for Ursinus—a successful Sophomores Weekend. The following month, the project, ac
c

Vladimir and Eleanor Sokoloff, pianists, duo artists, to be featured in concert at the Ursinus College, are well-known in Philadelphia concert circles, and will be presented a picnic to be held at Montgom
e e hands at Ellysees. He received a Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania in 1930, and was a professor of Microbiology for 10 years at the University of Illinois. In 1940, he joined the staff of the University of Wisconsin, where he was a professor of Microbiology for 15 years. In 1955, he retired from the University of Wisconsin and moved to the University of Pennsylvania, where he served as a professor of Microbiology for the rest of his life.

The Ursinus College will host the renowned pianists, Vladimir and Eleanor Sokoloff, for a concert on April 14. The concert will feature a program of Chopin, Beethoven, Schumann, and Grieg. The Sokoloffs have performed together for more than 50 years and have gained international acclaim for their beautiful interpretations of classical music. Their concerts are always highly anticipated and are a great opportunity for music enthusiasts to experience the magic of their performances.
A Matter of Policy

It seems to have become customary for the new editor to present, in the substance of the first editorial, the policy which the government, or school newspaper throughout his term as editor-in-chief. In conformity with this custom, we wish to discuss some subject of the WEEKLY policy to be manifested in the next-twenty odd issues.

We might point out, first of all, that it will be easy matter to succeed John Swinton. Having pulled the WEEKLY up by its bootstraps, John retires from this position perhaps not fully appreciated by the student body. This sometime-idol of ours once remarked that the average of college is no reasonable idea of the amount involved in putting out even one issue of the paper. He has suggested that we could profit from his mistakes and improve the WEEKLY in the several areas remaining weak.

The positions of associate editors for both the news and feature staffs will evolve into something new for the University. These associate editors, too, will have been filled. A mere glance at the positions below will reveal that there will be a vast increase in the number of people involved in the operation of the paper. This increase in the number of people involved will, in turn, lead to an increase in responsibility and work load.

In recent years the editors have, for one reason or another, assumed overwhelming burdens upon their own shoulders. This is a credit to our student body. These associate editors, with an eye on future advancement posting, are to be commended for the widening of their scope of responsibility and the amount of additional work involved.

The various staffs, with an eye on future advancement posting, are to be commended for the widening of their scope of responsibility and the amount of additional work involved.

The positions of associate editors for both the news and feature staffs will evolve into something new for the University. These associate editors, too, will have been filled. A mere glance at the positions below will reveal that there will be a vast increase in the number of people involved in the operation of the paper. This increase in the number of people involved will, in turn, lead to an increase in responsibility and work load.

TYPING MANAGER: Barbara Pielzsch


SPORTS EDITOR: George Goldberg: Campus Chest campaign we shoulders.

STUDENT-FACULTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Larry Koch, Carol Taney, Gladstone Robbins, Robert Nelson.

ADVISOR: Alan Adler: Campus Chest campaign.

Sports Editor: George Goldberg: Campus Chest campaign.
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A Matter of Policy

It seems to have become customary for the new editor to present, in the substance of the first editorial, the policy which the government, or school newspaper throughout his term as editor-in-chief. In conformity with this custom, we wish to discuss some subject of the WEEKLY, policy to be manifested in the next-twenty odd issues.

We might point out, first of all, that it will be easy matter to succeed John Swinton. Having pulled the WEEKLY up by its bootstraps, John retires from this position perhaps not fully appreciated by the student body. This sometime-idol of ours once remarked that the average of college is no reasonable idea of the amount involved in putting out even one issue of the paper. He has suggested that we could profit from his mistakes and improve the WEEKLY in the several areas remaining weak.

The positions of associate editors for both the news and feature staffs will evolve into something new for the University. These associate editors, too, will have been filled. A mere glance at the positions below will reveal that there will be a vast increase in the number of people involved in the operation of the paper. This increase in the number of people involved will, in turn, lead to an increase in responsibility and work load.

In recent years the editors have, for one reason or another, assumed overwhelming burdens upon their own shoulders. This is a credit to our student body. These associate editors, with an eye on future advancement posting, are to be commended for the widening of their scope of responsibility and the amount of additional work involved.

The various staffs, with an eye on future advancement posting, are to be commended for the widening of their scope of responsibility and the amount of additional work involved.

The positions of associate editors for both the news and feature staffs will evolve into something new for the University. These associate editors, too, will have been filled. A mere glance at the positions below will reveal that there will be a vast increase in the number of people involved in the operation of the paper. This increase in the number of people involved will, in turn, lead to an increase in responsibility and work load.

TYPING MANAGER: Barbara Pielzsch

REPORTERS: Maynard Gettys, Carole Drechsler, Nancy Harris.

SPORTS EDITOR: George Goldberg: Campus Chest campaign.

STUDENT-FACULTY ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Larry Koch, Carol Taney, Gladstone Robbins, Robert Nelson.

ADVISOR: Alan Adler: Campus Chest campaign.
Fighting Shiner Leads Siebem in Sloppy 11-7 Victory Over Dickinson

by Ed Leister

The Ursinus College baseball team opened its season on Thursday afternoon, by defeating visiting Dickinson College, 11 to 7 in a game marred by errors and mental lapses. The two teams showed very little effectiveness at the plate, but the Bears showed very little defense, errors and mental lapses. The two teams showed very little effectiveness at the plate, but the Bears showed very little defense, errors and mental lapses. The two teams showed very little effectiveness at the plate, but the Bears showed very little defense, errors and mental lapses. The two teams showed very little effectiveness at the plate, but the Bears showed very little defense, errors and mental lapses. The two teams showed very little effectiveness at

The winning lights in the Bears
attack were Doug Harber and Bill Foster. Both got on base at the top of the first and both had three hits and two bases respectively. Steve Wiehe, who started the attack, bunted safely into first base, and Harber followed with a line drive single to right for a score.

Tom Hermann, a Dickin

ton Hermann, a Dickinson first baseman, suffered a sprained ankle, according to Matt Parker, a Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department detective. The injury occurred on Monday, April 4, during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.

The Bears were not without their share of injuries on Monday. Third baseman Dave Smith sustained a sprained ankle during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.

The win over Dickinson, 11 to 7, improved the Bears’ record to 2-1 for the season.

Cindermen Drop Practice Meet to Lehighs, 64 to 54

Friday afternoon the Ursinus track squad hosted a strong Lehman track team in a practice meet still far from being polished. The Bears ended up being very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

Bears head coach Mike Scott, who was very much in contention throughout before the meet was over, said that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over. He added that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

The Bears were not without their share of injuries on Monday. Third baseman Dave Smith sustained a sprained ankle during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.

The win over Dickinson, 11 to 7, improved the Bears’ record to 2-1 for the season.

Cindermen Drop Practice Meet to Lehight, 64 to 54

Friday afternoon the Ursinus track squad hosted a strong Lehman track team in a practice meet still far from being polished. The Bears ended up being very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

Bears head coach Mike Scott, who was very much in contention throughout before the meet was over, said that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over. He added that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

The Bears were not without their share of injuries on Monday. Third baseman Dave Smith sustained a sprained ankle during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.

The win over Dickinson, 11 to 7, improved the Bears’ record to 2-1 for the season.

Cindermen Drop Practice Meet to Lehight, 64 to 54

Friday afternoon the Ursinus track squad hosted a strong Lehman track team in a practice meet still far from being polished. The Bears ended up being very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

Bears head coach Mike Scott, who was very much in contention throughout before the meet was over, said that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over. He added that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

The Bears were not without their share of injuries on Monday. Third baseman Dave Smith sustained a sprained ankle during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.

The win over Dickinson, 11 to 7, improved the Bears’ record to 2-1 for the season.

Cindermen Drop Practice Meet to Lehight, 64 to 54

Friday afternoon the Ursinus track squad hosted a strong Lehman track team in a practice meet still far from being polished. The Bears ended up being very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

Bears head coach Mike Scott, who was very much in contention throughout before the meet was over, said that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over. He added that the Bears were very much in contention throughout before the meet was over.

The Bears were not without their share of injuries on Monday. Third baseman Dave Smith sustained a sprained ankle during a practice at the Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Police Department.
Gleanings:

Miss Pennsylvania Birthroths UC Grad

The engagement of Ursinus coed Lynn Maloney, Miss Pennsylvania, to Warren Kurs was announced on her flat birthday, March 27. Scholarships to be awarded Ursinus College, law one of the engagements will award a full tuition, four-year scholarship to a qualified member of the fair. Each of the top judges selected six of the best books for the scholarships. In past years, Wolfgang Adenauer, Craig Heller, and Kurt Gensheer were among the award recipients. Other sponsors of the fair are the Pennsylvania County Association of Manufacturers and the Montgomery County Science Teachers Association.

Dean of Student Affairs, Lynn Leidinger, is expected to take up the post of dean of student affairs, March 24, at 9 a.m.

The long list of judges included: Dr. Donald Funkhouser, of the Ursinus College Library. Dr. Russell S. Busing, head of the Department of Chemistry at the college, served as the college's official representative. Ursinus students Bob Mulford, Fred Vicimus, Craig Heller, Chris Price, Chuck Rody, and Doug Connor were employed for the duration of the fair in various capacities.

Prom...

Prom preparations have been in full swing. Erich Chorus and Spirit Camps are, as one of our campus leaders, Judy Rudolph, a history major from Mount Holyoke, New Jersey, is social chairman of Omegamma Chi, and a member of Messiah Chorus, chair and chapel, and the Phi Beta Kappa. All of the coeds are lovely and real. Only by police, that the Prom will determine that week will be Quo for the night. The Junior Class would like to thank the entire body to step out and enjoy, free of charge, the evening that Paris as it may only be seen on Les Champs Elysees.

February Wedding is planned

Sophon Sophew... the entire student body. The Sophons have a received a "reportedly" fabulous rock-and-roll band, the "Blue Zone," presently appearing in night clubs throughout the area. The evening's festivities are to be held at the East Norriton Fox Hall, and tickets will be sold for nominal fee in advance. No tickets will be sold at the door.

Joe Service Planned

Soph Weekend will draw to a close with an all-campus service to be held Sunday morning. A speaker from the class will be featured, and this innovation to weekend activities is expected to be well-attended.

The Sophomores Class officers and Lancy Coon (chairman) for the Weekend projects which we working on the fair for the past few weeks. Lisa Wallis is serving as class president, and Leon Hill is serving as class vice president. Mary Pontes and Bob Gladstone are family committee members. Carole Heiber is in charge of the mini-necky service.

Trio Restaurant

175 Bridge Street,
Plotters

All Kinds of Sandwiches

Take Out Orders.

WINE 9-5021

Serious Robin

Collegeville Beauty and Gift Shop

474 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa.

Cheri's

Ruth E. Kessel, Prop.

COUILLGROE BAKERY

FOR THOSE TASTY TREATS

Decorated Cakes for all occasions

HU 9-2761

Speck's

Pepin's Hot Sandwiches

Rte. 422

Lititz, Pa.

HU 9-1765

Fair...

(Continued from page 3)

Keith Junior High School won the Allen E. Harman trophy for his junior high school with the most points during Junior High School of America, was named recipient of the "Sunny Award" and Bryan Cornfield was named recipient of the "Sunny Award".

Student Concert Spots Prookedoff Work

On March 26th, during Spring Vacation, the last in the series of Student Concerts was held at the Academy of Music. Ursinus attendance was small because most of the students lived too far away to come.

Since Mr. Eugene Ormanzy was ill, Mr. William Smith, his assistant, conducted the concert. On the program were Coles's Concerto Grosso Op. No. 3, "Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra with Wilmer Wise as soloist. Minot's Symphony No. 26 in D major, K. 292. Prokofiev's Concerto No. 2 in G minor for Piano and Orchestra. Op. 16 with Arthur Feinerman as soloist, and finally Leonard Bernstein's Overture to "Candide." This all night selection was repeated since it was short and since the audience enjoyed it so much.

In all it was a wonderful evening for those who were able to come. The student concerts will also be held next year for those who are interested.

Dr. Hoffeirch... (Continued from page 1)

Continued from page 1)

The twelfth fraternities and sororities on our campus, only the Allen C. Harman trophy for seven have seen fit to submit for the fair. The engagement of Ursinus the junior high school with the age will be fairly distributed attended by several Ursinus co-eds. At Ursinus College, host and one of the sponsors, will award a full tuition, four-year scholarship to a qualified member of the fair. Each of the top judges selected six of the best books for the scholarships. In past years, Wolfgang Adenauer, Craig Heller, and Kurt Gensheer were among the award recipients. Other sponsors of the fair are the Pennsylvania County Association of Manufacturers and the Montgomery County Science Teachers Association.

Dean of Student Affairs, Lynn Leidinger, is expected to take up the post of dean of student affairs, March 24, at 9 a.m.

The long list of judges included: Dr. Donald Funkhouser, of the Ursinus College Library. Dr. Russell S. Busing, head of the Department of Chemistry at the college, served as the college's official representative. Ursinus students Bob Mulford, Fred Vicimus, Craig Heller, Chris Price, Chuck Rody, and Doug Connor were employed for the duration of the fair in various capacities.

Prom preparations have been in full swing. Erich Chorus and Spirit Camps are, as one of our campus leaders, Judy Rudolph, a history major from Mount Holyoke, New Jersey, is social chairman of Omegamma Chi, and a member of Messiah Chorus, chair and chapel, and the Phi Beta Kappa. All of the coeds are lovely and real. Only by police, that the Prom will determine that week will be Quo for the night. The Junior Class would like to thank the entire body to step out and enjoy, free of charge, the evening that Paris as it may only be seen on Les Champs Elysees.

February Wedding is planned

Sophon Sophew... the entire student body. The Sophons have a received a "reportedly" fabulous rock-and-roll band, the "Blue Zone," presently appearing in night clubs throughout the area. The evening's festivities are to be held at the East Norriton Fox Hall, and tickets will be sold for nominal fee in advance. No tickets will be sold at the door.

Joe Service Planned

Soph Weekend will draw to a close with an all-campus service to be held Sunday morning. A speaker from the class will be featured, and this innovation to weekend activities is expected to be well-attended.

The Sophomores Class officers and Lancy Coon (chairman) for the Weekend projects which we working on the fair for the past few weeks. Ken Woodward is serving as class president, and Leon Hill is serving as class vice president. Mary Pontes and Bob Gladstone are family committee members. Carole Heiber is in charge of the mini-necky service.
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